Anti-hypernociceptive properties of agmatine in persistent inflammatory and neuropathic models of pain in mice.
The present study examined the anti-hypernociceptive effects of agmatine (AGM) in acute and chronic models of behavioural pain in mice. Agmatine (30 mg/kg, i.p. 30 min early), produced time-dependent inhibition of mechanical hypernociception induced by Complete Freund's Adjuvant (CFA) injected in the mice paw (inhibition of 52+/-7%) after 4 h. Given chronically (twice a day) during 10 days, AGM significantly reversed the mechanical hypernociception caused by CFA (inhibition of 43+/-6% to 67+/-5%). Moreover, AGM also significantly reduced the mechanical hypernociception caused by partial sciatic nerve ligation (PSNL) during 6 h, with inhibition of 81+/-8%. In thermal hypernociception (cold stimuli) caused by PSNL the antinociceptive effect of AGM was prolonged by 4 h with inhibition of 97+/-3% observed 1 h after the treatment. Nevertheless, AGM failed to inhibit the paw oedema caused by CFA and the myeloperoxidase enzyme activity. Of note, AGM (10-100 mg/kg, i.p., 30 min before) also elicited a pronounced inhibition of the biting response induced by TNF-alpha and IL-1beta in mice, with mean ID(50) values of 61.3 mg/kg (47.7-78.6 mg/kg) and 30.4 mg/kg (18.6-49.8 mg/kg) and inhibitions of 75+/-5% and 66+/-6%, respectively. Together, present and previous findings show that AGM given systemically is effective in inhibiting mechanical and thermal hypernociception present in chronic inflammatory processes caused by CFA and also the neuropathic pain caused by PSNL.